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This is the morning after our visit to the Jain Temple in Penukonda. 
 
 
 
Swami: See, I told it last night to be all the time thirty-minute 
advance.  She's not here.  How is the Jain Temple, guys?  
 
Students: Beautiful.  
 
Swami: The Mother Divine Temple, the right side the 
Gomateshwara, the Jain statue emerald. You see it? How is it?  
 
Students: Great.  
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Swami: Good. Good. Good. Today I will go gentle concept on the 
power objects, first one layer, ten minutes only I discuss, and I walk 
out.  
Power Object - Object is it only a material thing. Power is hidden in 
the material. It might be a Shiva Lingam, it might be a ring, it might 
be a chain, it might be, whatever it is, whatever form it is. How to 
create a power object? Today this is the subject. That's it. How to 
create a?  
 
Students:  Power object. 
 
Swami: Three points I'll explain, then you can create a power object. 
Period. Done. A power is a kind of nectar is hidden in the bee saliva, 
a grape juice giving the fermentation creating the yeast - the grapes 
are turning as a wine.  
Point One:  The power is also like that is always hidden in you first. 
If you don't have a power you cannot create a power object. How you 
can test you have a power? Okay, I'll give a clarification here. 
“Swami, I have the tons of problems. I have lot of headaches, my 
personal blocks, kama, Kala Chakra, and I'm heartbroken, 
depression, this and that. I don't know I really can create a power.” 
You no need to worry. In a New Moon, whatever you hold it, even a 
stick, a rock, or on full moon even a ring, a statue…who did chanting 
this secret prayers of whatever the master he taught to you…  
After you need to hold that, and keep charging it, and holding as 
much as depending on your weight, and depending on the object or 
the way of your touching. The way of your touching heartfully, the 
Guru Upadesh, whatever the Guru mantras and whatever the Guru 
taught to you secretly, you and the master need to spend minimum 
three minutes time in your life. It's another point. 
Once you charge that, only it will possible, and it will exist on the 
Full Moon and New Moon days. On the? Full Moon and New Moon 
days, that's it, then it starts vibrating. One time session, done. Done. 
It started to vibrating, the energy. That personal three minutes with 
the master and you, your personal mantra, whatever that technique, 
learn it, charge it. Doesn't matter it's a pyramid. Doesn't matter it's a 
beautiful Shiva Lingam. Doesn't matter it's a beautiful statue.  Doesn't 
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matter it's a beautiful foot. Doesn't matter it's even a Vatican city. It 
should be midnight, 12 o'clock, exact midnight. That's called in your 
English language, zero hour. In Sanskrutam, in Sanskrit it's called 
starting the nectar flame hours. Yes, you can do it. That technique 
depends on your personal mantra, and your master something 
whatever he's going to start a technique. You need to be done and 
implement in a proper exact way. No problem. No problem. No 
problem. I will release and I'll put a wild king cobra in front of you 
here, how it will dance, whatever I say. It's an open challenge 
between you and to me and Guru Paramparas. What I did with a 
cow, Paul you heard it? 
 
Paul:  Yes Swami. 
 
Swami:  The cow and the small baby of the cow. 
 
Paul:  Yes, shall I tell? So Carla and I were sitting, having a meeting 
with you in your office. It was a depth conversation. In the middle of 
the conversation you stopped, and you heard some wild sounds in 
the nature…the birds, especially cow was screaming in the distance. 
Then Swami closed his eyes, and he connected with whatever 
trouble, or whatever negative forces were happening at the time. And 
he was communicating through his angels to that situation. And 
what it was, the baby cow was in the far garden and a king cobra had 
wrapped itself around the leg of that baby cow. The baby calf was 
panic. The mother was screaming. It didn't know what to do. It 
couldn't approach because the cobra would bite but it had to protect, 
so it was screaming. That soul of that cow Swami caught it, and he 
started communicating to his angels to attack, to protect to take care 
of that cobra. Not just a cobra but that cobra represented the satan 
energy which was trying to attack around this fort.  
So through his divine channels, I wouldn't say a trance, but he was in 
a special state, he soul traveled to there talking to his angels, "Hey, 
you go and take care of this. Take care. Kill it. Take care." Then he did 
a small process. Then finally Swami looked at Jesus' picture to his left 
saying, "Take care the humanity. Take care of the mother. Take care 
of the baby."  Then he threw the flower that was in his hands onto the 
picture of Jesus. And then everything started calming down. Then 
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Swami started talking to the baby, "Relax, relax, it's okay. I'll take 
care. I'll take care." Like that.  
 
Swami:  Then what else? The birds. 
 
Paul:  Oh yeah. That day was full of real miracle energy, and Swami 
has an amazing channel with the nature. Nothing happens in this 
ashram, in these fort walls, without his awareness, without him 
knowing about it. So we were having another conversation. It was a 
beautiful conversation, and then he stopped because there were birds 
outside the front of the Mandir shouting and screaming, trying to get 
Swami's attention.  
So then, Swami's closing his eyes, listening, listening, listening… and 
then he gets up out of his chair in the middle of this whole thing, and 
he walks out to the veranda. Carla and I were just standing there 
watching. Then this amazing conversation between him and the two 
birds started happening. And he's talking similarly like he talks to us 
students, you know, "okay, okay." First he's listening, listening, 
listening. And then he's saying, "Okay, okay, yeah okay."  Then 
they're both like really just excited like, "Swamiji, Swamiji, Swamiji, 
we have to tell you something like this." Then Swami's, "Okay, tell 
me, tell me, tell me." Then there's a battle between the male and 
female bird, "I want to talk." "No I want to talk." "No, no I want to 
talk." "No, no, no, you can't talk. I want to tell him." You know like 
that. Then finally the female bird won it.    
  
Swami:  I really respect the female characterisms. My vote is always 
to the females. I'm sorry guys, I totally respect female characters. 
Okay, anyhow, some work I need to do.  
This is the way you need to create a power object. Have a strong 
bond with Guru Parampara, ‘do or die’ with strong bond, "Okay, I'm 
making my deal with you Baba I'm making my deal with you. This 
body, my breath, my wealth, my hairs – everything is yours. 
Everything is yours. Baba take care, Guru Parampara's the 
knowledge of the Brahma Consciousness, the Saraswati, okay you 
take care, give me that knowledge."  That's it, that's it. The master, the 
Guru Paramparas is your slave. I keep saying this word. He's a slave. 
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Very soon, terrible earthquakes is coming to the planet, very soon. In 
the globe, earthquakes, first hitting Tokyo, California state, China, 
lightly India - pretty good damage. You watch out. It's a simple 
example I'm releasing it. But I'm keep trying. No, I can't able to do 
that. No. I'm not a God. I'm not a God but I know some tiny small 
feeling, a smelling, but maybe I'm accurate, could be accurate, could 
not be accurate, but always be accurate. It's okay.  
Your group, you guys are all angels, beautiful birds listening in front 
of the Guru Parmparas, but lot of things I need to take care. Lot of 
things I need to take care. It's not a joke. Try to be as much as your 
inspiration, increase, I'll give a technique to bring your inspiration to 
come up. Surya means sun. Namaskaram means prayer. Early 
morning, even though you're tired, exhausted, let the sun rays hit 
your third eye, early morning, peacefully. You no need to chant any 
mantra, just  So - Ham.  So - Ham... breathe in — breathe out... So - 
Ham (stresses the aspirated sound of  'haaa').  
As much as you can, early morning the sun rises is coming and 
focusing on you. Doesn't matter you take a fresh shower, whatever it 
is. Even you put a little water (on your head) and be a little clean, and 
you sit wherever exactly sit straight to the sun. Exactly it needs to hit 
your third-eye. Surya Bhagawan, sun is the highest nectar. The real 
flame, the energy is hidden in him. Without him, there is not creation. 
Out of the nine planets, sun is the most, highest power. Early 
morning keep taking, in a week at least take three, four days. Even 
you're not able to attend to the Baba Abhishek okay, but morning 
rising sun, that rays receive it - you will get the nectar in your soul. 
Actually we don't have a river, otherwise on the days, the maharshis 
they're taking a shower, they're taking the water and doing a surya 
namaskaram to the sunrays. Got it? That's the very power, very 
power. So-Ham, the air element mechanism, I'll explain how it will 
create the nectar in your soul in the next session. Thank you so much, 
have a nice time. Good luck.  
 
Swami goes to his door to leave and it's locked, he can't leave. 
 
Swami:  What is the next question madam? (big applause) Hey, hey, 
hey, hey, HEY, HEY!!! HEY! HEY! HEY! Monkey cat. Okay, what is 
the next question? 
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Monika T:  Swami, you said a divine soul in the Gomateshwara 
statue we just visited, it leaves on the Full Moon and New Moon. 
Where is it going? 
 
Swami:  I sculptured that statue. You can see underneath to his foot, I 
putted: Aim Klim Saum, Maha Shakti Raksha. It is there. I told it to 
Constanze, "Go and take the pictures." I didn't tell before. Constanze, 
you took the pictures?  
 
Constanze: Yes I did.  
 
Swami: Good you can see it later. I'll show you. 
 
Monika T:  How is that statue linked to your soul? 
 
Swami:  That's why today I'm here. That's why today I'm here. I'm 
back. I'm back. 
 
Monika T:  Swami when did you create that? 
 
Swami:  No comment. 
 
Monika T:  Why was Krishnadeva Raya unable to handle that? 
 
Swami:  Idiot. Even I keep saying lot of things to you, if you're not 
following it, it's not my mistake, that's your mistake. I said a 
northeast cut is not good. Southwest slope is not good – anti-Vaastu 
is not good. They're not listening, it's not my job, it's not my job. 
You're responsible. Knowledge needs to be respected. There's no end 
for the knowledge, but you have to listen the right way of the 
knowledge from the right person. You need to have a deal with the 
master, linked right, "’Do or die,’ I'm with you master. I will serve 
you. I will save you. You save me. I will die for you. Please you take 
care me.  Give me the clear consciousness."  
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The Narasimha Saraswati, incarnation of Dattatreya, he's having all 
the time diamond rings and watches, from here all the way here (up 
his arm), that many watches, his slippers pure gold, pure gold. He's 
sitting… On that village a dead body is going. The dead body is the 
king of that place. Everybody is crying, with the drums, and they're 
bringing it to the graveyard. He's smiling. Even though he has the 
diamond ring, the watches, gold padukas, but he always he goes 
with the begging bowl.  
Is it necessary in Shirdi, the Baba, he made it the whole his samadhi 
chair and everything is a pure gold. Is it necessary to Baba? But he 
made it, we saw, Anya, me, and many people. How many people 
guys walked with me to the Shirdi? On the days, how was the 
Dwarkamai, how was the Shirdi? Hardly nothing there, nothing 
means, only silver crown and his very gentle… Now, today, he's 
turned as a 'gold man.' He's a? Gold man. 
That Narasimha Saraswati simply smiling. The king's wife came, "My 
dear master, heal my heartbroken. His dead body they're carrying it 
on the seven horses with garlands." He said, "Wait, wait, wait, wait. 
Stop. He's a kind of a beggar. Everybody thinks he's a kind of a 
psycho, psychiatric patient. Lot of defames on him, "His watches, 
gold padukas, but again he's taking a begging bowl. He's doing his 
funny stuffs. How can... psycho.  He said, "Wait, wait, wait." Then he 
simply called to that king, "Vishwanath Maharaj," the king's name. 
Just simply he shouted, "Wake up from your sleep. Wake up from 
your sleep."  Three times he screamed. Then he immediately he woke 
up!  
"I no need to heal your heartbroken, it's already fixed. You go Ma. 
You go take care."  Never knows the Datta character, which angle, 
which direction, which moment they will capture. This is the point. 
Why I'm saying this, that strong dedication bond needs to be, you 
need to have it. You had a lot of boyfriends, lot of girlfriends, you're a 
Krishna, you're a gopika. No matter what it is, leave it, that bond 
with the master, having the strong relationship - that is the forever 
and ever immortal nectar. Done. Done. Final question madam… 
 
Swami speaking to Brando: Hey monkey cat, open my door please. 
Yes, next question. 
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Monika T: How is Lord Gomateshwara statue linked to Prachandi 
form of Mother Divine?  
 
Swami:  What, Prasha…? 
 
Monika T:  Prachandi.  
 
Swami:  Prachandi. (Has Monika T repeat it properly) Yes. What do 
you mean by Prachandi? 
 
Monika T: It's the form of Mother Divine before She becomes her 
wild terrible form. 
 
Swami:  Say that again. 
 
Monika T:  It's the form of Mother Divine before She becomes Her 
wild form.  
 
Swami:  I'll talk later. Thank you, danke.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 


